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Lawyer lizonglin is a warm lawyer, and the cases he undertook have achieved the 

results of innocence, turning defeat into victory, remanding for retrial, probation, light 

sentence and so on, such as: 

1. Guangdong Tao's case of obstructing official duties (acquitted); 

 

2. Hubei group's case of usury, collusive bidding and forced transaction (acquitted); 

 

3. Beijing Zhang's illegal business case (acquitted); 

 

4. Shi Moumou v. Shougang Jingtang group and China Third Metallurgical Group 

construction project construction contract retrial (accepted the entrustment after losing 

the first and second trials, was appointed for retrial, and won the lawsuit); 

 

5. Mr. Li v. Mr. Zhang and other workers' compensation cases (accepted the 

entrustment after losing the lawsuit three times and won the lawsuit); 

 

6. The criminal case of Mr. Cai in Inner Mongolia (remanded); 

 

7. There is no case of XX and XX illegally producing and selling fake and inferior 

products in Henan (suspended), 

 

8. Mr. Wei in Beijing helped the case of information network criminal activities 

(supervised by the Ministry of public security, which was reimbursed with actual 

expenses), 

 

9. Beijing Zhang's case of illegal absorption of public deposits (reimbursed), 

 

10. Anhui Tian Moumou fraud case (the case with the largest number of innocent 

people after the founding of the people's Republic of China, defending one of the 

defendants), 

 

11. Jiangxi is involved in the underworld case on behalf of XX, 

 

12. Guangdong Lin Moumou's involvement in the underworld case, 



 

 

13. Shanxi Feng Moumou's involvement in the underworld case, 

 

14. Beijing Yue's theft case (got a light sentence), 

 

15. Sichuan yuan's death penalty review case. 


